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Graphene is regard as one of the most promising candidate material for future electronics. In fact, graphene film, deposited 
on metal catalyst via CVD process, normally has poly-crystalline structures and need to be transferred onto a dielectric 

surface for photoelectrical applications. The transfer process usually induces contaminations, winkles or even breakage of 
graphene, which hamper the practical applications of graphene in electronics. Annealing is a simple and feasible approach to 
tailor the electrical properties of intrinsic graphene. Meanwhile, thermal treatment of graphene could recombine the poly-
crystal structures, burn off the contaminations and strengthen the adhesion of graphene and substrates. However, few studies 
focus on the influences of annealing atmosphere on graphene transparent electrode, that is, whether the thermal gas causes 
any changes in graphene intrinsic photoelectric performances. Here, we investigated the effects of annealing atmosphere, and 
developed a simple and effective approach to improve photoelectric properties of pristine graphene via an air-annealing process. 
In contrast to PGs, the mobility and carrier concentration of air-annealing graphene films (AAGs) were significantly enhanced. 
Thedele resistance was greatly reduced by more than 30 percent. At the same time, the air-annealing process has also promoted 
the transparency of PGs by about 3%. Importantly, the as-improved photoelectric properties of AAGs were extraordinarily 
stable, and the transmittance and resistance remained almost no changes when repeating the same measurements after 100 
days. This stable enhancement method provides a simple pretreatment approach for the practical application of graphene 
transparent electrode.
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